Abstract. With the integration of scheduling and control promote, the warn processing function of existing power dispatching automation system such as energy management system need improved. In order to facilitate the supervisor of Power Dispatch and Centralized Control Center to understand the operation state of the power grid accurately, the warn processing function distributed in each system should be processed synthetically. This paper presents a noval method for Power system fault diagnosis and intelligent analysis based on fusion of multi-source information; it can determine the location of the fault quickly then make reference decisions. It can not only improve the efficiency of supervisor but also avoid accident and abnormal further expansion.
3. Transient data, the analysis results can be obtained Fault location, Short circuit current and other information based on the Steady-State information.
4. Message of Relay Protection Device, used to judge the fault property. In summary, through integration of redundant multi-source information, it can solve the problem of false alarm caused by single-source information and improve the performance of fault diagnosis effectively [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Fault Diagnosis Logic
Information Correctness Verification.
1. Steady State information correctness verification. By using inherent relationship of Remote singal such as breaker position change, total accident, relay protection action, establish identification rules to realize correctness verification: When equipment maintenance, total accident Act, Relay protection didn't Act, we can realize that total accident signal missed according to the rules [9] . Remote Measurement change suddenly, the power value down exceeds 5% of the power rated value, the mutation moment and the fault occur moment is not more than 1 minutes.
Fault Diagnosis base on Dynamic State Information. The data source is mainly from the short circuit fault identified by on-line disturbance identification, after the short circuit fault information is received, Judge whether the remote signal that break trip in 5 minutes, if meet the above conditions, then send out equipment failure alarm, then the fault alarm will be sent out if the condition is satisfied. |Is+Ie|>0.5|Is-Ie| (1) Is, Ie stands for two terminal current respectively. If satisfied Eq. 2, then it is grounding short circuit, otherwise it is a phase to phase (two phase and three-phase ) short circuit.
|Ia+Ib+Ic|=|3I0|>Iset
(2) Iset is a larger current value, Reclosed action situation, when short circuit occurs, use Eq. 3 per 10ms for each phase of the fault line |Is+Ie|>0.5|Is-Ie| (3) Use Eq. 4 to check whether there is a fault current |Is|<Izero (4) Izero stands the maximum charge current after the line opened. 2. PMU with signal terminal configuration. Get the line reactance XL or ZL, Calculate the fault loop distance impedance |Zm|, compared with 0.8 times the positive impedance of the line Z1; if |Zm|<0.8Z1, then short circuit.
Fault Diagnosis base on Fault Recorder. After receiving the fault report, whether there is breaker trip signal within 5 minutes, if it does meet the condition above, send fault alarm. 
Assistant Decision Making Based on Fault Diagnosis Logic
Establish the fault event list index by failure time and equipment, According to the priority of different alarm information show in Table 2 (the bigger value the higher priority), the analysis results of different sources of the same fault will be integrated, improve the fault briefing, and complete the report to guide the fault disposal [10] .
Power Grid Intelligent Diagnosis and Decision Module. When the fault occurs, determine the fault equipment, phase, nature and whether the trip equipment has the power supply conditions. Step 50, Judge damage equipment according to steady state information, When the locking signals such as SF6 low pressure locking, breaker failure protection action, etc. Make the judgment that the equipment is damage and need to be isolated. The difference between step 50 and 70,80 that step 50 in case of multiple components trip, the damaged components need to be isolated, the other components has the power supply conditions. Step 70 and 80 only a single components trip and is not able to power supply. The situation that can't be forced to power supply shown in table 3.
Device Abnormal Diagnosis Module.
Given processing scheme according to the equipment abnormal diagnosis conclusion, through the picture integration display. 
